A B S T R A C T

Autonomy at Higher Education level refers to the freedom given to the people who are authorized to execute the job itself. Indian Education commission (Kothari Commission1964-66) in light of the autonomy of colleges spoke that an autonomous status may be granted to the outstanding colleges to perform better markedly. In terms of management, autonomy is the innovative step to structuralize the educational management. UGC in its seventh plan also comes with the proposal of giving status to many autonomous colleges so as to implement the guidelines as envisaged in the National Policy on Education. In etymological terms autonomy means autonomous condition, power or right of self government. This paper will highlight the norms & system prevailing in autonomous colleges and the difference between deeming and autonomous colleges.
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What does autonomy basically mean?
Autonomy basically means to give free hand to the people who are responsible for the execution of the job 
Academic Autonomy in Educational Institutions
Academic autonomy here refers to the status given to the colleges by the UGC for the development & upliftment in academics.
Need for Autonomy
To Enable the colleges to award degrees on behalf of the University by providing academic freedom to function better with credibility.
Role of UGC
Highlighting the importance of autonomous colleges, the  Five years will be the minimum term for autonomous college.
What operations an Autonomous College can Adopt
In order to fulfil the local needs of the people the autonomous college can design its syllabi & courses of study that too a student centric with option of electives. 
Distinction between an Autonomous College & Deemed University
It is necessary here to clarify the difference between an autonomous college and deemed university, so that the readers can have a clear viewpoint regarding the subject of the topic.
A Deemed University by itself is always autonomous, but it may not be vice versa. To explain a university is called "deemed" if it has been granted the status by act of a parliament to be considered equivalent to any UGC funded University while this is not the case with an autonomous college.
Audit & Internal Watch & Ward
An internal mechanism regarding checking of working conditions of the autonomous college has to be build. 
 Extension activities.
 The guest is visiting faculty.
 Capacity building of teachers.
 However, the self financing colleges will not be provided autonomous grants.
Status of Students & Teachers of Autonomous Colleges
An autonomous college signifies much importance to its students and teachers. the autonomy reflects the efforts in excellence regarding academics and good quality higher education.
Conclusion
So, Academic autonomy is really a functional status given to colleges by UGC by giving them choice towards quality academic development. This research paper emphasized the value/need of academic autonomy in the prevailing situation in the country (India).
